Neither the world nor science came to an end when the gunfire stopped on 11 November 1918 (close to 11 AM in some time zone), but neither would ever be the same again. Part I of this inquiry (Observatory 138, 46-58, April 2018) looked at the development of general relativity under the Rubric of Gerald Holton's "Only Einstein; only there; only then." Part II (Observatory 138, 98-116, June, 2018) addressed the activities, relativistic, classical, and otherwise of many (mostly) physicists who were interacting with Einstein, working on relativistic gravity, or, sometimes, against it, and leaving tracks that can still be followed. Part III considers some of what happened to Einstein, his theory of gravity, and related science after the war and, perhaps, because of it. A subset of the items will probably be familiar -the 1919 eclipse expedition and the founding of the International Astronomical Union the same year; Einstein's 1921 Nobel Prize (for the discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect). Others perhaps less so, including a flood of books about GR (pro and con) with the end of paper rationing surely playing a role; AE's 1922 trip to Paris, and the gory details, swings and roundabouts of gravitational radiation/waves and the cosmological constant. It is left as an exercise for the reader to decide which items are primarily scientific and which primarily political. The long-range issues of "is general relativity the right theory of gravity?" and "do we have better wars?" come at the end. And I am going to start in a slightly improbable place.
INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 1921, a 26 year old, newly minted MD traveled by train from Moscow to Berlin, getting hung up briefly at the Lithuanian border. In Berlin, he conceived the idea of a peace-promoting project of publishing, in both the original languages and in Hebrew, two volumes of recent significant papers by European Jewish authors, one eventually devoted to Orientalia and Judaica, the other to Mathematics and Physics. This second volume of the Scripta Universitates Atque Bibliotecae Hierosolymitarum was partially edited by Albert Einstein; included the Einstein and Grommer 1922 paper 1 ; and, as the rapidly-aging young man later explained, had been rather difficult to assemble, because many French savants did not care to be involved in a project in which there would also be German participants. There was, in fact, only one French chapter, by Hadamard (of the transform).
Others came from Tulio Levi-CIvita, Theodor von Karman, H. Bohr (not Niels, but his brother, a mathematician), S. of the more objectionable passages, to which AE took exception, were thereby removed before the volume in question saw light of print, though it was still sufficiently contrary to the known laws of physics to engage a distinguished Harvard astronomer in violent opposition, and to force a change of publishers to MacMillan, which had few technical books on its books and so could afford to annoy the scientific community. The Harvard pundit required a younger female colleague to provide a review of the book which was also very negative.
If you haven't yet guessed that the pundit was Harlow Shapley and the younger colleague Cecilia Payne (Gaposchkin), please go to Ref. (2) to identify the Einstein-mentored author. It was the "Venus" section that Einstein had seen. I read the author's later volumes, Ages in Chaos and Oedipus and Ahkenaten when they were new, but you are probably too young even to have heard of them.
Surprisingly at least to me, in his last, April 1955 interview with I. Bernard Cohen, two weeks before his death, Einstein chose to address Velikovsky and Worlds in Collision (neither by name). He said that both book and person were "crazy" but not "bad," and regretted that the American scientific community had tried to prevent publication of the book. The figure is the same one that appeared in Part I, with focus now shifted to the outcomes.
I have not found on rational order in which to present the pieces of the aftermath and so have grouped them under cutesy-poo section headings.
FORTUNE, FILMS, AND FLOOD ON FOLIOS
Actually the fortunes involved were very modest. As the war ended, the shortage of money and food mentioned in a number of the letters 3 did not immediately end. The Allies maintained their blockade and were slow in fulfilling a promise to prevent starvation (Doc. 664, 665, and notes thereto, early December 1918). Einstein of course won the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics (for "discovering the law of the photoelectric effect") given in 1922, but the money went to his divorced first wife as he had promised as far back as June 1918 (Doc. 562). Perhaps worth noting are that she would have control only over the interest, not the capital; that in case of her death or remarriage, the full sum would go to their sons; and that AE expected the Prize to be more than 40,000 German marks.
Luckily the prize was in Swedish krona, since the German mark went through dire inflation in the early 1920s, saved by Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht. You have to love the name, whatever you think of the person. His parents had been in the United States when Horace Greeley (of "Go West, young man," and he meant Pittsburgh)
was the democratic candidate defeated by Ulysses S. Grant in 1872. Schacht also survived WWII.
Just how much was the Prize worth? In 1920, each was 134,100 Swedish crowns, down 10% or so from the pre-War value, the equivalent of US $36,250 or £8,252 4 . Circumstances have increased the recent prizes to of order a million US $. On the other hand, in 1915, a gallon of milk cost $0.36 5 . You could hire an unskilled laborer for $1 per day (Trimble family lore) and a skilled astronomer for $1 per hour.
Mileva Maric Einstein died in 1948 (after AE's second wife, Elsa in1936). Elder son Hans Albert became a
successful engineer, fairly distant from his father, whom he outlived, as did younger son Eduard (d. 1955), who, however, spent much of his adult life in mental health asylums.
Motion pictures intended to educate are not new (nor, it has to be said, typically very successful). In 1922,
Hanns Walter Kornblum (1878 -1970) produced a 2 or 3 hour German film explaining (mostly) special relativity, with bending of light at the end, though it was originally intended to cover all of special and general relativity. It had a large cartoon component and does not survive, though a 30 minute English language version may 6 . A 1923
American cartoon, produced by Max Fleischer and intended to explain GR can be found on YouTube, in my case by chance. Fleischer was also the producer of the Betty Boop cartoons, including "Betty Boop. Cinderella. Twocolor" which takes less than 10 minutes to view, has better tunes than other Cinderella films, and is an excellent illustration of how two rather than three primary colors can produce attractive effects. Of course the new arrangements did not go through unopposed! Kapteyn objected initially to any exclusion of neutrals, and when they were invited in, he tried to discourage the Dutch Academy from adhering for as long as
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Germany was excluded 27 . Be grateful he failed on that one, since Jan Oort was an enormously valuable officer and member for many years! He has by far the largest number of index entries in Blaauw's history.
The most bitter objections came from German astronomers Germany undertakes to restore to China within twelve months from the coming into force of the present Treaty all the astronomical instruments which her troops in 1900 -1901 carried away from China, and to defray all expenses which may be incurred in effecting such restoration, including the expenses of dismounting, packing, transporting, insurance and installation in Peking.
I had very much doubted that this ever occurred, and hadn't quite realized that the removal was part of a much larger looting of Chinese possessions in the wake of the Boxer Rebellion. In fact, Prof. Lu Lingfeng of the University of Science and Technology in China e-informed me that the instruments, probably eight, were returned. They were things like armillary spheres, sextants, quadrants, sun dials, and celestial globes, all large, bronze, mostly supported by dragons (also bronze), and partially dating back to the 1600's when Jesuit astronomers were in China. They are now in the Beijing Ancient Observatory, which has a web presence.
The International Astronomical Union began its life with many traces of Hale's Solar Union, including triennial general assemblies, more than one official language (English and French, German having been dropped from the Solar three), and committees, later commissions to focus on specific territories and tasks. The last new one in the Solar Union had been classification of stellar spectra. The proposal to broaden from the sun to other stars is generally credited to Karl Schwarzschild, but the topic had been on the agenda before the meeting started, and was introduced by Hugh Frank Newall of Cambridge. The formal motion came from Schwarzschild in German, immediately after he claimed his English was not good enough for the purpose.
**
The IAU also began its life with 32 Committees, 27 each with a president from one of the founding nations. 
SCIENTIFIC ISSUES THAT LINGERED
There are (at least) three of these: the reality of what Einstein wrote as lowercase and we write aa upper case Λ, the cosmological constant; whether gravitational waves (radiation) can carry energy. And is GR the right theory of gravity? We think we know the answer to all three: yes, yes and no, but here are some additional steps on the paths from the early days. The relevant chapters from Gutfreund and Renns are "The Genesis of Relativistic
Cosmology" 5 and 6 "The controversy over gravitational waves." Einstein's well-advertised original motivation for introduction of the extra term in his field equations 33 was the desire for a static universe. At various times he also noted, as you have surely been told, that it could be thought of energy density, described the early universe as a "primeval atom" (meaning the mass of a few billion galaxies all at nuclear density), and suggested that cosmic rays were a remnant of that primordial state 46 . Though we would now disagree with some of the details, one really has to agree that the Abbe was the "father of the Big Bang" 40, 41 .
Unfortunately the 1927 paper appeared in a Belgian journal not much read in the UK, the US, or Russia, and the version of his paper published in Monthly Notices 45 had the expansion constant calculation removed, with his own acquiescence, as being of no "actual" importance, a confusion in meaning between French actuel ("current") and the similar-sounding English word. 46 In later years, there was some Soviet work, described as deriving from the Friedmann solutions We bid temporary farewell to Einstein, who had described Λ as something to be determined by observations of the distribution of stars and such (Doc. 325 from 1917 in ref.
3) and on another occasion as the second integration constant (Doc. 591). Famously, he backed away from Λ when he accepted that the universe expands, somewhere around April 1931. 47 Erwin Schroedinger (1887 -1961) pops in here, before turning to his equation and his cat. He had been called up into active service as an artillery officer for three years and then was transferred to meteorology. 48 Often the greatest risk was boredom, and he filled large notebooks with calculations, but also received a citation "for his fearlessness and calmness in the face of recurrent heavy enemy artillery fire." Back on civilian soil, he turned his attention briefly to relativistic universes and came out in favor of the cosmological constant 48 and held by it to the end. 50 pretty much until his death, when large scale structure folks 54 took over.
You know how the story turns out -with 2011 Nobel Prize in Physics going to Perlmutter, Riess, and Schmidt for discovery of cosmic acceleration (that is, significant non-zero Λ and the current best buy universe having 70% or so of its energy density (positive through the pressure is negative) in Λ or dark energy, or quintessence, or whatever you want to call it. And we can bridge the gap from the last of those who held on beyond Einstein to universe-2018.
One of Neta Bahcall's early studies of very large scale distribution of galaxies 54 pointed out that the data were easier to understand with the help of a cosmological constant. A plodding review of all possible DM candidates as understood in 1987 55 included as a dark mimic a cosmological constant which Λ=1 could provide Ω=1 without dark matter. G as a function of length scale was the other mimic. And the third bridge seems to have left no paper trail.
One of the symposia that was part of the IAU General Assembly in Kyoto in 1997 concerned cosmology and ended with a panel discussion on the cosmological parameters. This did not make it into the proceedings but is high on my list of memorable events, because the organizers recognized at the last minute that they had empaneled eight men and so added me. A couple of the panelists, including "Chip" Arp were not subscribers to the conventional hot big bang universe and so declined to choose parameters. But leading off for the conventional view was J.P. Ostriker of Princeton, who said that H was about 75, the universe flat, and about 1/3 of the mass-energy in matter of some sort and 2/3 in cosmological constant. When my turn came, I said I agreed with Jerry, except that my H was a bit smaller (disciple of Sandage!) and my Λ a bit larger. And a majority of the panelists agreed that some cosmological constant was needed to make the universe older than its oldest stars for any likely H and to model most successfully the formation of large scale structure. None of us received Nobel Prizes for this!
THE REALITY AND PROPERTIES OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES / RADIATION
The two words mean the same thing in this context, though "radiation" is perhaps firmer in saying that they carry energy. But it is one of those scary words, like nuclear (especially when pronounced noocooler), and the billion pound gorilla, LIGO, declared that they are gravitational waves, preferably not to be confused with gravity waves, which happen places like the earth's atmosphere and have gravity as the restoring force (in contrast to sound, which has pressure as the restoring force). enough to publish on the subject. Arthur S. Eddington (of the eclipse), stepped up to the spinning cricket bat 61, 62 , defended the reality of the waves and their ability to carry energy and provided the factor of the two needed to correct AE's quadrupole formula. He did not, however reach a firm conclusion on whether the orbit of a pair of masses would decay owing to the emission of gravitational waves.
The difference between Eddington's spinning rod and his binary star is that the former has forces and energies that are not just due to gravitation. That difference remained key to the reality disputes that continued beyond 1923 and, believe it or not, have still not quite ended. informed Einstein that the paper could not be accepted in its present form. AE was deeply angered, writing that he had sent the paper to be published, not criticized, and withdrawing it. Back at Princeton, where Robertson was until * A sphere of uniform density or density varying only with radius is a monopole. We have lots of approximate mass monopoles in the universe and indeed live on one. The expansion or contraction of a monopole yields no radiation whether the sphere is charged or massive or both. A uniform sphere of magnetic north, or a point, would be a magnetic monopole; we find none of those, and the lowest order EM radiation is dipole, when the distributional of charges changes in some more complex way then expansion or contraction of changes in some more complex way than expansion or contractions of a sphere, for instance a plus and a minus charge dancing the Hokey Pokey. Weber 63 assures us in his Eqn. 7.36 that the lowest-order multipole gravitational radiation is quadrupole. assures us that Eqn. 7.36 that the lowest-order, multipole gravitational radiation is quadrupole. You are supposed to remember that the most functions can be expanded in multipoles, and to save you from having to look it up, here is Eqn. 7.36.
"OK, Another way to say it is that for an isolated oscillating system, the dipole moment vanishes as a consequence of conservation of linear momentum, which is equivalent to what Abraham wrote. And yet another verbal version from Gutfreund & Renn 17 "Gravitational waves are produced in leading order by a mass source changing along two perpendicular directions, for instance a weight-lifter doing squats." 14 1947, he discussed the calculations with HPR, who was able in person to persuade Einstein (and Rosen, who was, however, just then in the Soviet Union), to correct the calculations and revise the paper. But Physical Review never saw hide-nor-hair of AE again, and the paper 65 Rosen wrote an additional gravitational wave paper from the Soviet Union and another after he had relocated to Israel (cited by Weber 63 ), on some of the technical difficulties with sources and propagation. Later in life he turned to non-GR, bimetric theories of gravitation 66 and was the president of the International Society on General Relativity and Gravitation the year (1974), we met in Israel.
Rosen could possibly hold some record for length of time from first to last paper on a topic, from 1937 to 1993, when he and a young colleague showed carefully that, for a cylindrical gravitational wave in empty space, the energy and momentum densities were positive and "reasonable" . Particle physicists attach a good deal of importance to an argument from Richard Feynman which they call "beads sliding on a wire,"
but this clearly has non-gravitational forces and so does not respond to the difficulties perceived by the late denialists, and, indeed, by Bill Bonnor himself.
*Retournes a nous moutons suggests either that we all follow the scientific leaders like sheep or like Handel's sheep, all go astray.
Ok! Let's see if we can sort out what was being argued about. The continuing problem was that, although
Einstein's equations have wave solutions, a pseudotensor* for energy and momentum was zero (I don't know whether this is the same objection as that of Loinger, that particles all follow geodesics and so cannot be carrying energy in waves). At the Chapel Hill conference, Infeld 74a expressed his on-going objections. In the summary talk, Bergmann wrote that Weber and Wheeler 74 concur that waves don't carry any energy in the case of cylindrical waves. He wasn't sure whether there would be spherical wave solutions, let alone how you could generate them from oscillating quandrupoles. Equally unclear was whether an orbiting pair of point masses would lose energy at a rate given by the square of an amplitude.
But this is the wrong way to look at the problem. Weber & Wheeler note in passing that a closed universe has no total energy and zero curvature, and that electromagnetic radiation would seem non-existent because it wiggles a test particle one way and back again to the same state, so that no energy was absorbed? No, because the wiggling charge itself emits EM radiation -the radiation or back reaction -and so drains the passing waves. One should look at gravitational waves the same way. A test particle is moved by the passing wave, and the invariant space-time interval between two test particles is changed. They in turn send out gravitational information as a radiation reaction, so energy has been drained from the wave.
This approach leads rather naturally to thinking of test masses as detectors and expressing the result of passing waves as the rate of change in separation to that separation, Δ s/s = h. The radiation appears only in a third approximation to exact solutions, with "advanced" potentials in the calculation, and the motion of the test particle(s)
is transverse to the passing wave. The proper description, therefore is not "ripples in space time" but "transverse shear strains of the spacetime metric" 75 .
My take on how it all played out appears at greater length in Ref. 67 .
IS GENERAL RELATIVITY THE RIGHT THEORY OF GRAVITY?
"No, because it is not a quantum theory and cannot be made into one" is the answer one has heard for many years. Very crudely, the issue is that, if you try to renormalize GR in the way that Quantum Electrodynamics deals with electric charges and their interactions, you can hoke up finite answers in the first-order corrections ("one loop" approximation), but the others all come out larger, not smaller, so the procedure blows up instead of converging.
Einstein himself expected that, just as GR had supplemented or supplanted Newtonian gravitation and mechanics, GR itself would someday be superseded by a better, more complete theory (Ref. The very early universe, boiling away of primordial black holes, and near the centers of other black holes would seem to be counterexamples, but I have not visited any of these.
RECENT SUPPORT AND TESTS
Does gravitation travel at the speed of light? The first answer to this came from the advance of the perihelion of Mercury. For which "getting the right answer" says that vg = c to within 5% or so. There was a brief flurry of worry that some neutrinos were faster than light 76 which almost as quickly as light went away. Or perhaps light was faster than gravity 77 , which, said the authors, would solve the "horizon" and "causality" problems of standard big bang cosmology with no need for inflation. If this were right, then the slope of the spectrum of primordial density fluctuations would be 0.96478 (vs. 1.0 for the Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum). The authors asserted that adopting their proposal would "inform quantum gravity." But, we can now skip directly to the LIGO binary neutron star event (of 17 August 2017), with gamma rays arriving 1.7 seconds after the gravitational wave burst 78 . This sets the two speeds the same to within 10 -15 and the mass of the graviton at less than 10 -54 grams 79 .
We are still far from the Fritz Zwicky limit of 10 -63 gram, which follows if there is no higher-order clustering of galaxies 80 . Confidence that the speed of gravity is close to that of light, or anyhow much larger than the speed of earthquake waves through ground and soil is such that it has been proposed to use the waves radiated by shifts of ground as an early-warning system for quakes 81 .
*AE wrote, 4 April 1917 to Felix Klein No matter how we draw a complex from nature for simplicity's sake, its theoretical treatment will ultimately never prove to be (adequately) right. Newton's theory for ex. seems to describe the gravitational field completely with the potential . This description proves to be insufficient, the guv functions take its place. But I do not doubt that the day will come when his approach will also have to give way to a principally different one for reasons that we do not anticipate today. I believe that this process of securing the theory has no limits. I am sending you my last paper together with these lines. The gist of its content is in particular, that the size of the universe seems to be linked to the mean density of matter. It is not at all out of the question that in the foreseeable future the statistics of fixed stars will confirm or refute the theory.
And to David Hilbert 15 Nov 2015 "…since I often racked my brains to construct a bridge between gravitation and electromagnetism"….I am tired out and plagued with stomach pains besides.
How precise is the equivalence principle? This is another topic to which the LIGO double-neutron-star event has made and will make further limits possible (Ref. 78 and references therein). Meanwhile, the weak equivalence principle is tested by dropping Galileo…no, wait, dropping massive objects of different mass and composition in a vacuum to see whether they land at the same time (in air they do not, but you can approximate the real experiment either with two pendula of identical length and different bob masses or by dropping a sturdy book, held horizontally, and with a smaller piece of paper on it so the air can't get to it). The MICROSCOPE experiment 82 used a hollow platinum-alloy cylinder centered inside a hollow titanium-alloy cylinder in space. First results say that inertial and gravitational masses are equal to a part in 10
14
. The goal, with additional data to be analyzed, is a part in 10
15
.
The strong equivalence principle, also held by Einstein to be essential to his theory, says that the part of the mass of an object that is due to its own self-gravitation should also have inertial and gravitational masses equal.
Most terrestrial objects (even your department head), have modest self-gravity, but nature has given us pulsar PSR If it bothers you that the constraint on the strong principle is weaker than the constraint on the weak principle, please pause for a glass of Cinzano Bianco (ice, no lemon, please in mine), and rejoin us for the miserable collection of ideas in the next section.
ALTERNATIVE THEORIES OF GRAVITATION AND COSMOLOGY
The number of these has been countably infinite, some predating or contemporaneous with GR, with brief appearances in Parts I and II, a sprinkling from the 1920, 30s, 40s, 50s and so forth, with no end in sight, even if you ignore ideas that start with strings, branes, self-reproducing inflation and other ideas part of modern theoretical physics. Steady State or its modifications is probably best known The test of a new theory remains, however, the ability to reproduce all the good features of the previous theory while still making new predictions or accounting for old observations that were previously puzzling. From that point of view, the situation has not changed since the years of refs. 89 and 90, when one had to admit that
General Relativity has passed all the tests thrown at it, better than various competing theories, including some intended to lead the way to quantum gravity and superunification.
WHAT BECAME OF ALBERT EINSTEIN?
Well, like the hero of every biography, he dies at the end. But let's look at a few items along the way, beginning with the paper trail as he moves away from the quantum ideas he pioneered and eventually away from the main stream in other ways. Here are my favorite five:
1. The Einstein A and B coefficients, 91 the derivation of the relationship among which was a mainstay of qualifying exams in the days when physicists were supposed to think about atoms. You are too young to remember this, but it was one of the very few items on my first, failed three-hour oral qualifying exam that I got right.
2. His generous, surely unprecedented and rarely followed reading, editing, and submitting of papers by Satyendra Bose, containing what we now call Bose-Einstein statistics. 4. One of many attempts at understanding motion in general relativity, sometimes mentioned as AE's last "useful" paper. 94 5. An attempt to use kinetic energy of moving point masses to prevent the sort of collapse that Oppenheimer and Snyder 95 had reported. 96 This feels to me like a sort of flying off the handle upon encountering something one doesn't like. I've done it; perhaps you have too. Not being Einsteins prevents us from having our loose screws appear instantly in high-repute journals. Email and online sites allow us to be foolish even faster.
Moving forward, Einstein's scientific endeavors increasingly focused on attempts to unify gravitational and electromagnetic forces, even after the recognition of a nuclear force. He said 97 that it was his experience with the theory of gravitation that determined his expectations. That is, a long struggle, with moments of despair and rejoicing was to be expected, leading to eventual success. Erwin Schrödinger also spent many of his later years hunting for some theory that would unify the forces, 98 with equal unsuccess.
The number of people working on various forms of unified field theory, or theory of everything, now greatly exceeds two. It is not 100% certain that their collective scientific creativity exceeds that of Einstein + Schrödinger, but they have much more powerful tools of strings, branes, and multiverses at their disposal. It is, however, pretty much guaranteed that any unified field theory that might emerge and triumph will be a quantum one, which would presumably have pleased Erwin but not Albert. The letters, documents, and all have become so numerous that the paper publication has many items only in a Calendar of Abstracts. I pluck out one item, because it leads us directly to the next and last section. 
THE EVENTS OF 1922-23 Tuning the Human Biofield
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The gravest result of WWI and its settlement was, of course, World War II, and some modern historians have suggested that the whole thing should just be described as the 31-year war, part 2 starting at the flimsy boundary left at Locarno. Do we have better wars, perhaps, at least different in the sense of being so far selflimiting, like common colds compared to the Black Death, and restricted in area involved compared to WWII, though 73 years is not very long in the great scheme of things.
As for impact on general relativity, three very important outcomes of WWII were radar giving rise to radio astronomy, German rocketry giving rise to X and gamma-ray astronomy from space, and (counting the lead up, the war and the aftermath) massive relocations of physicists.
Radio astronomy has given us not just better measurements of light deflection by the sun and large numbers of discrete sources that could be counted to rule out steady state but also the cosmic microwave background radiation (absolute time in the universe) and the first quasars. X-ray astronomy gave us binary systems with black hole components, whose behavior has on the whole confirmed the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions of
Einstein's equations. Various combinations of X-ray, gamma-ray, and radio data (plus long-suffering optical astronomy, some using adaptive optics developed for military purposes) have told us that most massive galaxies have black holes at their centers with masses a bit less than 10 -3 of the stellar mass, and that black hole birth and accretion are accompanied by relativistic jets that can point at various angles to the line of sight.
As for the relocation of people, Einstein, Weyl, and Peter Bergmann to Princeton; Bondi and Gold to Newspapermen used to speak of "the Afghanistan effect," meaning that three million people killed in an earthquake someplace distant and obscure would get fewer column inches than a lost dog in the neighborhood.
Growth, indeed overgrowth, of instantaneous communication has reduced this effect, leaving us all far more aware of battles of other places and other peoples. No one quite knows what will be the weapons of World War III. But World War IV will be fought with stones, so said Einstein in 1949. This is already beginning to happen on the border of Israel and Gaza, which he had once hoped might be a homeland for both the peoples who claimed it.
